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          15th December, 2018 

 
Minister to brief PM about gas crisis in Karachi: CNG stations may open today 
Minister for Petroleum Ghulam Sarwar Khan will brief Prime Minister Imran Khan today (Saturday) 
regarding prevailing gas shortage in Karachi and other parts of the country, sources said. According to an 
official of Petroleum Division, compressed natural gas (CNG) stations may reopen across the Sindh 
following a meeting of the minister with acting managing director Sui Southern Gas Company (SSGC). 
 
The SSGC spokesperson, however, had assured that all household consumers will receive gas at all costs, 
however, after fixing technical faults at the field, the CNG sector and industries will be supplied gas by the 
gas company. The official of SSGC reportedly said that compressor issues being faced by the company had 
nothing to do with the gas shortage. It would take a week to 10 days for the compressors'' maintenance but 
that had nothing to do with the CNG supply, he said. 
 
The SSGC had announced earlier this week it was suspending gas supply to CNG stations and captive power 
plants of all general industries for an "indefinite period of time." Prime Minister Imran Khan warned those 
responsible for the gas crisis will not be spared. He ordered removal of the board of directors of the Sui 
Northern Gas Pipelines Limited (SNGPL) and Sui Southern Gas Company Limited (SSGC) over the crisis. 
The Prime Minister had also ordered constitution of a fact-finding committee to conduct an inquiry against 
the managing directors of SNGPL and SSGC. 
 
Sources said that the committee has concluded its findings and will present its report today (Saturday) to the 
Prime Minister. The committee is headed by Oil and Gas Regulatory Authority (OGRA) Chairperson Uzma 
Adil Khan and comprises Qazi Saleem Siddiqui, Shahid Yousaf and Imran Ahmed. PM Khan had ordered 
an inquiry against the two MDs of both state-owned gas companies following a briefing by the petroleum 
minister on the issue. 
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